[Analysis of the expression pattern of regulatory genes Pax6, Prox1, and Six3 during regeneration of eye structures in the newt].
We studied tissue-specific expression of homeobox genes Pax6, Prox1, and Six3 during regeneration of the retina and lens. In the native retina, mRNA of Pax6, Prox1, and Six3 was predominantly localized in ganglion cells and in the inner nuclear layer of the retina. Active Pax6, Prox1, and Six3 expression was detected at early stages of regeneration in all proliferating neuroblasts forming the retinal primordium. Low levels of Pax6, Prox1, and Six3 mRNA were revealed in depigmented cells of the pigment epithelium as compared to the proliferating neuroblasts. At the intermediate stage of retinal regeneration, the distribution of Pax6, Prox1, and Six3 mRNA was diffuse and even all over the primordium. During differentiation of the cellular layers in the course of retinal regeneration, Pax6, Prox1, and Six3 mRNA was predominantly localized in ganglion cells and in the inner part of the inner nuclear layer, which was similar to the native retina. An increased expression was revealed in the peripheral regenerated retina where multipotent cells were localized. The dual role of regulatory genes Pax6, Prox1, and Six3 during regeneration of eye structures has been revealed; these genes controlled cell proliferation and subsequent differentiation of ganglion, amacrine, and horizontal cells. High hybridization signal of all studied genes was revealed in actively proliferating epithelial cells of the native and regenerating lens, while the corneal epithelium demonstrated a lower signal. Pax6 and Prox1 expression was also revealed in single choroid cells of the regenerating eye.